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Abstract—Affordances denote actions that can be performed in
the presence of different objects. In this paper we present a model
to generate names of possible affordances for a named object. We
use a Conditional Variational Autoencoder as generative model
and train it with sentences from a selected corpus. The model can
be used in several ways in HRI, for instance by a service robot
providing assistance to perform activities of daily living. The
preliminary evaluation of the model shows good results compared
to a benchmark method.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
The term “affordance” was introduced by the American
psychologist Gibson [1] to describe what an animal can do
with a given object. It has since then been extensively utilized,
interpreted, and re-defined (see [2] for an overview) in fields
such as human-computer-interaction [3] and human-robotinteraction (HRI) [4]. We focus on its use within HRI, and
use the term to denote actions that can be performed with
a given object. As a simplified first approach we ignore the
influence of different environments, and assume a one-to-many
mapping G: Objects → Affordances. The object “door” may,
for example, be used to perform the actions “open”, “close”,
and “lock”.
This paper presents ongoing work on how G may be learned
from free-text corpora. The results show how it is possible
to learn a generative model G that, given an object name,
generates affordances according to a probability distribution
that matches the used training data. Qualitatively results also
indicate that the model manages to generalize, both to previously unseen objects and actions.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we give
motivation for the work from an HRI perspective, followed
by a brief review of earlier related work in Section III. The
developed method is described in Section IV, and results from
the evaluation are presented in Section V. The paper is finalized
by conclusions in Section VI.
II. A FFORDANCES
Once learned, the function G can be used in several ways by
a robot, for instance by a service robot providing assistance
to perform activities of daily living. By visually identifying
objects in the environment, or in the robot’s verbal dialogue
with the human, affordances can be inferred through G. The
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affordances may be used to infer the human’s intention, which
may guide the robot’s behavior [5]. For example, if older adults
want to talk to their distant children, a listening robot may
infer that the adults wants to call them, and suggest making
a phone call. G may also be used by a robot to decide how
to act within a given context that affords certain actions. A
service robot may, for example, suggest its user to read a
book, if a physical book is visually detected. Affordances
may also be useful for object disambiguation. When a human
tells a robot to “pick it up!”, the robot only has to consider
objects with the “pick up” affordance in the current scene [4].
Inference of affordances may also be used to design robots
that are understandable by humans, since mutually perceived
affordances may contribute to explaining a robot’s behavior
[6], and thereby increase interaction quality [7].
III. E ARLIER WORK
Chao et al. [8] mine semantic affordances from a combination of crowdsourcing, images, and text. They show how
in Natural Language Processing (NLP) objects and actions
can be connected through the introduction of a latent space.
Narashiman et al. [9] find links between object and action
in text using deep reinforcement learning techniques [10].
Antanas et al. [11] relate affordances to the symbol grounding
problem. By using image data, they map visual objects to
utterances and actions, while through statistical methods they
learn ontologies for affordances. Ruggeri and Di Caro [12]
explain how affordance is a concept that sits in the middle
between objectivity and subjectivity, and propose ontological
views for their usage in Computer Science.
IV. M ETHOD
A generative model for the one-to-many mapping G :
Objects → Affordances was trained with pairs <object,
action>. These pairs were generated by semantic role labeling
of sentences from a selected corpus. Objects and actions were
represented by wordvectors throughout the process, which is
illustrated in Fig 1 below.
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Fig. 1. Steps taken to obtain the generative model.

A. Corpus
As data source we used the Yahoo! Answers Manner
Questions (YAMC) dataset1 containing 142627 questions and
corresponding answers. The corpus is a distillation of all
questions gathered from the platform Yahoo! Answers during
the year 2007. It is a small subset of the questions, selected
for their linguistic properties such as good quality measured
in terms of vocabulary and length.
B. Semantic Role Labeling
In NLP, semantic roles denote the semantic functions that
words have in a given phrase [13]. For example, in the phrase
“John looks in the mirror”, the words “looks in” (denoted V )
refer to the action being performed. “John” identifies the agent
carrying out the action (denoted A0), and “the mirror” is the
object (denoted A1) over which the action is performed.
Semantic role labeling [14] is the task of assigning semantic
roles to words or groups of words in a sentence. A variety
of tools exist for this task, with different conventions for the
associated roles. As an example, for [15], the SEMAFOR
parser [16] was used to infer human intention in verbal
commands to a robot. In the current paper we used the parser
in SENNA [17], which is a software tool distributed under a
non-commercial license for academy2 .
After parsing the corpus using SENNA, phrases with semantic roles A1 and V being exactly one word each were selected.
Each action V was lemmatized into the basic infinitive form
since we were not interested in discriminating temporal or
other variants of the verbs.
Finally, all pairs A1,V that appeared at least seven times
were used to create data samples <object, action>. This
number was found to be a good trade-off for filtering out
spurious pairs.
A few examples of phrases and generated sample pairs
<object, action> are shown in Table IV-B.
Phrase
Add flour.
Crack the egg.
Set the mixer on two steps
Whip using the mixer
Open the oven.
Enjoy the cake

Sample pair
<flour, add>
<egg, crack>
<mixer, set>
<mixer, use>
<oven, open>
<cake, enjoy>

get embeddings for words that were most specific for our work.
The selected dimensionality for the resulting wordvectors was
100. Qualitative evaluations of the resulting vectorial space
showed how the computed embeddings were more suited to
encode object-action pairs for common objects, than off-theshelf embeddings.
D. Dataset
The words in each generated pair <object, action> were
converted to wordvectors using the trained Word2Vec model,
to provide numeric data to be used in the subsequent modeling.
All data was divided into a training set comprising 15263 pairs,
and a test set comprising 5088 pairs. Special care was taken
to not include identical pairs in both training and test data
sets. The data contained NO = 2628 distinct object names
and NA = 1167 distinct action names that were collected into
a dictionary. We then weighted every pair < O, A > by the
following way:
1
(1)
Wi =
NA
where NA is the number of times A appeared in the dataset.
This allows to remove the output bias introduced by common
actions appearing often and for many different objects, such
as get, make, take, etc. This procedure is similar as balancing
the classes for classification problems. Wi is multiplied to the
loss function when training the model.
E. Generative Model
We modelled the one-to-many mapping G: Objects → Affordances, using a Conditional Variational Autoencoder (CVAE)
[20], illustrated in Fig 2.
A CVAE is a trainable generative model that learns a
conditional probability distribution p(a|o) while keeping a
stochastic latent code in its hidden layers. They can be divided
into two coupled layers: an encoder and a decoder. The
encoder transforms the input distribution into a certain latent
distribution qφ (z|a, o), while the decoder reconstructs the
original vectors from its latent representation z together with
the conditioning input o, with output distribution equal to
pϕ (a0 |z, o).

Table IV-B Examples of object-action pairs generated from phrases in a recipe.

C. Word Embeddings
Word embeddings refer to a set of unsupervised methods
that allow encoding of words as numeric vectors: wordvectors.
In the numeric space, semantically and syntactically similar
words are close if measured through cosine similarity. This
is a desirable property for our generative model, as similar
objects should show similar affordances.
GloVe [18] and Word2Vec [19] are common approaches to
create word embeddings. We trained Word2Vec over YAMC to
1 Obtained at https://webscope.sandbox.yahoo.com/catalog.php?datatype=l.
Accessed July 3, 2018.
2 See https://ronan.collobert.com/senna/. Accessed June 30, 2018.
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Fig. 2. CVAE with the addition of a parametric prior. Squares represent
involved latent distributions.

The encoder’s latent layer is regularized to be close to certain parametric prior qϑ (z|o). The lower-bound loss function
for the CVAE is:
LCV AE = E[log pϕ (a0 |z, o)] − λDKL (qφ (z|a, o)||qϑ (z|o))
(2)
The first term accounts for how good the autoencoder
reconstructs the input given its latent representation. The
second term regularizes the hidden latent space to be close
to a certain posterior distribution. The factor λ balances how
regularization is applied during learning. Starting from zero it
is linearly grown up to one as the learning epochs advance.
This technique addresses the vanishing latent variable problem
and is referred to as KL annealing [21].
ϕ, φ, ϑ denotes the three disjoint sets of parameters of
the components that are simultaneously involved in learning.
More specifically, they represent set of weights for the three
neural network composing the CVAE. The CVAE was trained
using the training set generated as described above, and was
implemented using the Keras [22] library for Python.
V. E VALUATION
By inputting the name O of an object, and repeatedly
sampling the CVAE, we obtain the same number of names
for possible actions A. As described above, the sampling
follows the estimated conditional probabilities p(A|O). Hence,
actions with high probability are output more frequently than
actions with low probability. Since the CVAE outputs actions
in numeric wordvector format, all output actions are “rounded”
to the closest action word appearing in the dictionary. This
is equivalent to a K-NN classification with K = 1, and the
final output is the dictionary word belonging to the nearest
neighboring wordvector. A few examples of the most probable
generated actions for a given input objects is shown in Table
V.
Input
door
egg
wine
book
cat
money
knife
information
body
place

Output
open, pull, put, loosen, grab, clean, leave, get, slide, shut
hatch, poach, implant, lay, crack, peel, spin, whip, float,
cook
pour, add, mix, dry, rinse, melt, soak, get, use, drink
read, get, write, purchase, find, use, sell, print, buy, try
declaw, deter, bathe, bath, spay, pet, scare, feed, attack
loan, inherit, double, owe, withdraw, save, waste, cost,
earn, donate
scrape, cut, brush, chop, use, roll, pull, remove, slide, rub
review, request, access, verify, present, obtain, identify,
provide, submit, retain
trick, adapt, tone, adjust, recover, starve, cleanse, respond,
flush, exercise
switch, prepare, hide, rent, start, own, guess, travel, avoid,
suggest

Table V Examples of actions generated by the CVAE. For every input object
we show the 10 most probable outputs, sorted from high to low probability.

Evaluation of generative models is in general seen as a
difficult task [23]–[25], and one suggestion is that they should
be evaluated directly with respect to the intended usage [23].
In that spirit we evaluated how often our model produced
affordances that were correct in the sense that they matched
test data.

Since the CVAE produces different results each time it
is sampled, it was first sampled several times to estimate a
probability distribution p(A|O), to be compared with a similar
estimation based on relative frequencies for the test data. A
performance measure Accuracy, with values between 0 and 1,
quantifies the similarity between these two distributions and
was computed by the following algorithm.
1) M ← 0.
For each of the N test samples < Oj , Aj >, j =
1, . . . , N , repeat Steps 2-4:
2) Input object Oj to the CVAE and sample it 1000 times to
estimate a probability distribution over possible actions
for object Oj . Denote the set with the L most probable
actions AC .
3) As ground truth compute, for all actions A, p(A|Oj ) =
N (A, Oj )/N (Oj ), where N (A, Oj ) is the number of
test data samples < object, action > with object = Oj
and action = A, and N (Oj ) is the number of samples
with object = Oj . For the resulting distribution, denote
the set of the L most probable actions AF .
4) If any action in AC appears in AF : M ← M + 1
(this corresponds to a notion of the CVAE output being
“correct” for object Oj ).
5) Accuracy ← M/N .
As benchmark method we generate actions using a random
distribution, with p(A|Oj ) = N1A for all actions belonging to
the training set, 0 otherwise.
We evaluated the benchmark in a similar fashion as described above, by replacing the CVAE for generation of the
probability distribution in Step 2. Accuracy computed on the
test set for CVAE and the benchmark are presented in Table
V, for varying values of L.
L
1
5
10
15
20

CVAE
0.099
0.552
0.781
0.862
0.903

Random
0
0.09
0.322
0.498
0.773

Table V Accuracy for the CVAE and Random distributions, calculated as
described above.

For a given object, the action with highest probability to be
generated by CVAE was most probable in test data ∼10% of
the time. Given that the data set contained 1167 distinct action
names, these results are quite satisfying, in the sense that if we
sample one time the autoencoder, the resulting action will be
10% of the time the most probable action (depending on the
corpus) for that object. Considering more than just the action
with highest probability, the accuracy for CVAE increases fast.
For example, for L = 5, at least one correct action was output
in 9% of the cases for the random distribution, and in 55% of
all cases for CVAE.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
We presented a novel generative model for text-based affordance generation by employing a Conditional Variational

Autoencoder (CVAE). The presented preliminary results show
that the model outperforms the benchmark method in generating possible actions for an input object.
As future work we will address several open questions:
• The used CVAE model is a complex architecture with
several meta parameters and design choices. We will
further investigate alternative designs, and use the performance measures to, possibly automatically, find optimal
parameters.
• The relevance of using corpora like YAMC to generate
affordances for HRI has to be investigated further. The
difference between usage of language in human-robot
dialogue and in general corpora may affect accuracy, and
alternative corpora could be considered.
• The generalization ability, i.e. performance for objects not
present in the training data, will be investigated further.
Successful generalization ability means that the method
has true predictive power and does more than memorizing
training data.
• Training with domain specific data will be investigated.
As mentioned in the introduction, real object affordances
typically depend on the environment, and better performance may be achieved by implicitly defining a specific
domain (such as kitchen environments) and learn affordances with objects and actions relevant for that domain
only.
• Alternative performance measures will be examined, for
example based on a distance metric applied to the distributions in step 2 and 3 above. Explicit ways to assess the
model’s generalization ability will also be developed.
• Finally, envisioning robots as embodied agents, we will
explore how affordances generation can be biased by taking into account specific perceptual and bodily abilities.
The YAMC corpus expresses actions available to animals
and humans, but can a robot, after a long day, just relax
on the sofa?
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